. Mean (± SE) resistance of evolved P. aeruginosa PAO1 to six ancestral phage types. "Origin of tested bacteria" indicates the phage with which the bacteria had coevolved for 10 transfers. The letter "s" (= sympatric) indicates combinations of coevolved bacteria and phage. "Ancestor" indicates the resistance of the ancestral bacterial strain (P. aeruginosa PAO1). Phage types represent Myoviridae or Podoviridae families.
Many antagonistic interactions between hosts and their parasites result in coevolution. Although coevolution can drive diversity and specificity within species, it is not known whether coevolutionary dynamics differ among functionally similar species. We present evidence of coevolution within simple communities of Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 and a panel of bacteriophages. Pathogen identity affected coevolutionary dynamics. For five of six phages tested, time-shift assays revealed temporal peaks in bacterial resistance and phage infectivity, consistent with frequency-dependent selection (Red Queen dynamics). Two of the six phages also imposed additional directional selection, resulting in strongly increased resistance ranges over the entire length of the experiment (ca. 60 generations).
Cross-resistance to these two phages was very high, independent of the coevolutionary history of the bacteria. We suggest that coevolutionary dynamics are associated with the nature of the receptor used by the phage for infection. Our results shed light on the coevolutionary process in simple communities and have practical application in the control of bacterial pathogens through the evolutionary training of phages, increasing their virulence and efficacy as therapeutics or disinfectants.
phage therapy | nosocomial pathogen | fluctuating selection | arms race | type IV pili M any host-parasite associations coevolve, and patterns in this antagonistic interaction are influenced by biology and environment (1) (2) (3) . In single-species host-parasite interactions, parasite genotypes show differences in their host ranges and specificities on host genotypes, providing the basis for such coevolution (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . Arms race dynamics (ARD) driven by directional selection favors a broader resistance range in the host against a greater number of parasite genotypes and an increased host range in the parasite allowing more host genotypes to be infected (2, 9) . In contrast, fluctuating selection dynamics (FSD), in which there is no directional change in the evolution of the host resistance range, is governed by negative frequencydependent selection, favoring hosts that resist the most frequently encountered parasite genotypes and parasites that infect the most common host genotypes (9) (10) (11) . It has been suggested that ARD predominates during the initial stages of coevolution, when adaptations to the coevolving opponent are largely cost-free, whereas FDS is more significant at later stages, when attack/ defense alleles accumulate in the genome and impose costs (12) . Thus, when systems shift from ARD to FSD, dynamic coevolutionary equilibria may arise, with constant numbers of attack/defense alleles at the individual level (13) and the continuous frequencydependent (re)cycling of alleles at the population level (14) .
Coevolutionary dynamics between hosts and parasites is increasingly investigated using experimental evolution (15) and more specifically time-shift assays (16) (17) (18) , in which hosts or parasites from a given time point are compared with their counterparts from the past or future, enabling the examination of putative reciprocal adaptations (19, 20) . Some of the prime experimental models are bacteria and their lytic phages, which exhibit rapid evolution and are amenable to time-shift tests. Recent study indicates that coevolving populations may exhibit either ARD or FSD (12, (21) (22) (23) (24) , and there is some evidence for the genetic mechanism involved [e.g., mutations at tail fiber genes (12, 25) ] and for the expansion of the phage host range as coevolution proceeds (6) . Most studies of bacteria-phage coevolution involve the model system Pseudomonas fluorescens SBW25 and its lytic phage ϕ2 (15) . Although these studies are important for an in-depth understanding of this process, their restriction to a single host-parasite pair is unfortunate, given the immense diversity of bacteria and phages in both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems (26) (27) (28) and the importance of many of these organisms in human health (29) . Thus, the generality of previous results to other bacterial species and to different phages parasitizing a given bacterium remains an open question.
Coevolution may be particularly important in an applied context, namely when predators or parasitic organisms are used for biocontrol (30) . For instance, Conrad et al. (31) recently argued that a community perspective with its ecological and evolutionary underpinnings is needed to explore the usefulness of phages as antimicrobial agents to treat cystic fibrosis patients infected with several bacteria and notably strains of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, a congeneric to the model organism P. fluorescens. Different phages naturally have different host ranges (8, 32, 33) , but whether phage taxonomic origin influences impacts on P. aeruginosa is not known. Despite the study of phage mixtures to control P. aeruginosa infections (34), the nature of bacterial cross-resistance to phages other than that with which the bacterium evolved has not been addressed.
Previous studies are inconclusive regarding whether P. aeruginosa coevolves with bacteriophages (35, 36) . Given the ubiquity of this
Significance
Scientists have long debated the dynamic form of perpetual reciprocal adaptations, or coevolution, between hosts and their parasites. The two main types of antagonistic coevolution described to date are arms race dynamics, in which interaction traits escalate through time, and fluctuating selection dynamics, in which traits cycle through time. We used experimental evolution between Pseudomonas aeruginosa and a panel of its lytic phages and found the full known range of coevolutionary dynamics. We argue that the coevolutionary pattern is determined by whether phages typically adsorb directly to receptors on the bacterial outer membrane or instead use retractable type IV pili as a primary or alternative site. Our results have applications in the use of phages as therapeutics or disinfectants to control bacterial pathogens. model organism in natural habitats (37) and as a widespread pathogen in hospitals (38, 39) , it is important to know whether phage parasitism influences P. aeruginosa population biology and adaptation, whether coevolution between these antagonists actually occurs, and, if so, whether there are general patterns shared by different phages. Here, we test coevolutionary dynamics and their consistency in a panel of lytic bacteriophages and their host P. aeruginosa PAO1. We allowed this bacterium to interact and potentially coevolve with each of six different phage isolates separately, four from the Podoviridae and two from the Myoviridae (Table S1 ), for a total of 10 serial transfers (∼60 generations). Using bacteria and phages isolated from different time points, we conducted time-shift assays of resistance to infer patterns of the coevolutionary process. Finally, to assess specificity, we performed a cross-resistance assay with evolved bacteria and the six ancestral phage isolates to compare resistance of the bacteria to their "own" phage and to "foreign" phages with which they had not coevolved.
Results
Evidence for Coevolution. After 10 transfers without exposure to bacteriophages, the bacteria from control replicate lines completely lost their ability to resist any of the six phages. In fact, when 120 arbitrarily selected colonies from each of these phagefree bacterial populations (20 colonies from each of six replicates against each ancestral phage) were tested for phage resistance, not a single resistant colony was found (Fig. S1 ). This result indicates that resistance to phages comes at a fitness cost (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) , because no bottlenecking could have occurred, given that ca. 10 8 bacterial cells were introduced to fresh microcosms at each serial transfer.
The time-shift assay revealed signatures of coevolution with all six phages. Most of the time-shift curves showed considerable nonlinearity, resulting in significant quadratic and cubic polynomial terms of the time-shift covariate (Table S2) . However, the precise patterns differed among phages, as indicated by significant interactions between phage type and time-shift higherorder polynomial terms (F 5, 269 > 3.2, P < 0.008, Table S2; see  also Tables S3 and S4 for phage-by-phage type analyses). Namely, the curves for four of the phages describe hump-shaped patterns ( Fig. 1) , with more or less pronounced maximum levels of resistance when bacteria were one transfer in the future relative to the phage (lag −1). Resistance tended to decrease when bacteria were five transfers in the future (lag −5) and also when the phage was ahead in time relative to the bacteria (lag +1, lag + 5). The peaks of resistance indicate a pattern of local temporal adaptation of the bacteria. In contrast, phage LUZ19 showed the reverse pattern of local temporal adaptation, having the highest infectivity when confronted with contemporary bacteria from transfer 5 (lag 0). Finally, phage LUZ7 showed a zig-zag pattern, with multiple highs and lows of resistance along the time-shift axis ( Fig. 1 ).
Most time-shift studies consider a relatively narrow time window and often show monotonic patterns (16, 35, 45) . When we restricted our analysis to time lags of one transfer (lag +1, lag −1), we also found a general trend of increased resistance when bacteria were one transfer ahead in time (lag −1) and decreased resistance when phages were one transfer ahead in time (lag +1). Similar decreases in resistance for lag +1 combinations were seen in additional tests in which the phage was ahead in time relative to bacteria from transfers 4 and 6 (Fig. S2) . Thus, over these narrow time windows, we found evidence of typical coevolutionary interactions, with selection for increased resistance in the bacteria and increased infectivity in the phage.
Following more widely used approaches (46), we also carried out statistical analyses separately for bacteria and phages. These analyses ( Fig. S3 and Table S5 ) confirmed the main patterns detected by the combined analysis presented above. Namely, when the combined analyses detected bacterial local adaptation in time (Fig. 1) , the separate analyses revealed bacterial timeshift curves with a local resistance maximum (Fig. S3) ; conversely, phage local adaptation in time had a concomitant local resistance minimum for the phage time-shift curve (Fig. S3) .
Finally, we used intraclass correlation coefficients (r i ; refs. 47, 48) to assess the synchrony of time-shift curves. All r i values were positive, indicating similarity of time-shift curves among replicate populations coevolving with the same phage (Fig. 1) . The similarity was less pronounced for the LUZ19 and LUZ7 replicate populations (r i <0.5) than for the other four phages (r i >0.6).
Mean Resistance and Infectivity Ranges. Changes in resistance/ infectivity ranges can provide further information on the nature of the coevolutionary dynamics, whereby directional selection in an escalating arms race should result in a cumulative increase in the mean resistance and infectivity over evolutionary time (15) . To test this notion, we measured the overall mean resistance of bacteria from three time points (transfers 0, 5, and 10) to all phages from these same time points. Overall, initially low ancestral resistance (<15%) increased during the experiment. However, although resistance to the two Myoviridae phages (14/1 and LMA2) increased to very high levels (80%), resistance to the four Podoviridae phages appeared to saturate at intermediate levels (∼50%; significant effect of phage type: F 5, 30 = 6.2, P = 0.0005) (Fig. 2 and Table S6 ). This saturating pattern is reflected by a significant quadratic term for the time covariate (F 1, 273 > 70.1, P < 0.0001) (Table S6) .
Changes in mean phage infectivity varied significantly among phage types (significant time × phage type interactions: F 5, 273 > 6.0, P < 0.0001; Table S7 ). In four cases, infectivity increased between transfers 0 and 5, mirroring the increases in bacterial resistance. In contrast, two initially successful phages (LUZ7 and LKD16) lost much of their general infection capacity at the end of the experiment (Fig. 2 ).
Specificity and Cross-Resistance. To assess patterns of cross-resistance, we measured resistance of evolved bacteria from transfer 10 against all six ancestral phage isolates. Even though the bacteria origin × phage interaction was significant (F 25, 60 = 2.5, P = 0.0017; Table S8 ), we found no evidence for specialization (Fig. 3 ) that would make bacteria more resistant to the ancestors of the phages with which they had coevolved. There was no significant overall difference between own vs. foreign combinations of bacteria and phages [F 1, 5 < 1], nor were any of the own-foreign comparisons statistically significant when analyzed separately for each bacterial origin (all P > 0.06).
Observed levels of resistance depended mainly on the identity of the ancestral phage isolate against which the bacteria were tested (F 5, 25 = 200, P < 0.0001; Table S8 ). In fact, bacteria collectively either showed reduced resistance (<20%) or gained very high levels of resistance, in particular to the two Podoviridae phages (∼100%; Fig. 3 ).
Discussion
In theory, coevolutionary dynamics in communities can be complex (49) and influenced by numerous factors, including community structure and diversity and habitat productivity (50) . Despite an increased understanding of single-species coevolutionary interactions, little is known about variation within interaction networks of functionally similar species (8, 32) . Here we investigated the coevolutionary dynamics between a focal host and individual bacteriophage isolates.
The combined analyses of time shift and of mean resistance and infectivity for a panel of six phages indicate antagonistic coevolution with the bacterium P. aeruginosa PAO1. The pace of coevolutionary change was substantial, occurring on time scales of one or a few serial transfers (ca. six bacterial generations per transfer). In contrast to other systems (3), variation persisted throughout the experiment, with neither resistance nor infectivity reaching either 0% or 100% in the majority of replicates. Additionally, we present the first example, to our knowledge, of a host species showing varying degrees of ARD and FSD coevolution depending on the parasite with which it interacts. The generally high consistency of these results across replicate populations (see r i values in Fig. 1 ) suggests a certain level of repeatability and determinism in the coevolutionary processes underlying the observed patterns. That independent replicate populations can evolve the same molecular innovations has been shown recently for bacteriophages evolving on Escherichia coli (51).
Coevolutionary Arms Race or Fluctuating Selection? ARD and FSD (also known as "Red Queen dynamics") are the two main concepts used to describe host-parasite coevolution (2, 15) . Under ARD, directional selection predominates, and successive selective sweeps lead to the accumulation of infectivity and resistance genes so that parasites are capable of infecting all past host genotypes, and hosts are able to resist all past parasites (6, 52) . In contrast, FSD is characterized by temporal fluctuations in infectivity and resistance genes rather than their accumulation (9), resulting on average in unchanged infectivity and resistance ranges. Our analyses revealed signatures of ARD-like dynamics, as indicated by monotonic increases in infectivity of the phages or large resistance ranges of the bacteria. These patterns were most evident for bacteria coevolving with the phages LMA2 and 14/1 and, to a lesser degree, PEV2 (Fig. 2) . These observations are consistent with previous work reporting ARD-like coevolution in the well-studied interaction between P. fluorescens SBW25 and its phage ϕ2 (12, 15) .
Our main result, however, was the nonmonotonic coevolutionary dynamics with five of the six phages tested. Nonmonotonic patterns, with local maxima or minima of resistance in time, indicate deviations from the pure directional antagonistic selection typical of ARD (10) . Only coevolution with LMA2 did not differ statistically from pure ARD. Local temporal minima or maxima of resistance in the five other phages (Fig. 1 ) are more consistent with an FSD coevolutionary process, based on frequencydependent selection (20) . Thus, bacteria resisted phages from the present or very recent past particularly well, but were less resistant against phages from the more distant past or distant future. Such patterns are predicted to arise under frequencydependent selection, with the parasite or host adapting to the most common genotype of the antagonist (10, 19) . Our data further support an important prediction from the model of Gandon et al. (10) , showing that ARD and FSD can give identical patterns for narrow time-shift windows. These identical patterns are seen because adaptation to the most common genotype represents a temporarily restricted selective sweep that is indistinguishable from a selective sweep under ARD. In other words, time-shift assays may need to be conducted sufficiently far into the past or future to detect FSD reliably. Patterns similar to ours have been detected in time-shift experiments on bacterial parasites in natural populations of Daphnia (17, 53) .
Results from the P. fluorescens-ϕ2 system suggest that ARD may predominate in the coevolutionary process for more than 100 bacterial generations and give way to FSD only subsequently, when the accumulation of resistance or infectivity genes becomes costly (12) . In contrast, we detected a strong signature of FSD early in coevolution, during the first 60 generations. A possible explanation is that ARD predominates in coevolutionarily naive systems and that several of the ancestral phages we used already had adaptive signatures to the PAO1 ancestor. This conjecture is consistent with the observation of the virtually 100% susceptibility of the P. fluorescens SBW25 ancestor to the ϕ2 ancestor ( figure 1 in ref. 16 ) and our finding that the ancestral bacteria had significant levels of resistance (14-27%; Fig. S1 ) against the ancestors of four of our six phages. Another possible explanation is that the genetic architecture could differ in different phagebacteria associations (see also below). For example, the FSD systems may involve reciprocal selection of matching-allele type of infectivity and resistance, whereas ARD dynamics have an underlying gene-for-gene type of interaction (9) . Evidence from the P. fluorescens-ϕ2 system indicates that genotypic change is consistent with ARD or FSD, depending on the observation period in the coevolutionary process (12) . For example, declining gene diversity in experimentally coevolving populations of Caenorhabditis elegans and Bacillus thuringiensis may have resulted from ARD dynamics or from FSD dynamics with large amplitudes (54) .
Mechanistic Basis of Coevolution. Selection for resistance and infectivity may act at several stages in the infection cycle (3, 55) . The first barrier to infection is receptors on the bacterial outer cell membrane, to which lytic phages adsorb and inject nucleic acids into the cell. Many phages attach to LPS receptors, and also to type IV bacterial pili, which must retract to bring the phages into contact with membrane receptors (56, 57) . We hypothesize that the relative use of LPS and pili as primary receptors contributed to the range of coevolutionary dynamics observed for our phage isolates. First, under our experimental conditions (agitated liquid culture and rapid bacterial growth), bacteria likely produce few pili (58) and/or retract them infrequently (59) . This sparsity of pili can reduce adsorption by pili-dependent phages and thereby lessen selection for resistance relative to phages using LPS as primary receptors. Second, resistance to phages mediated by loss or nonretraction of pili can have substantial fitness costs, because it impairs bacterial swimming ability (41, 60) . Such costly adaptations therefore may be impeded over evolutionary time, thus facilitating the action of frequency-dependent selection (9) . These pilus-specific effects may explain why our four Podoviridae phages, all putatively using pili to some extent in infection (Table S1 ), produced FSD-like coevolutionary patterns and did not cause the same ARD-like increases in resistance ranges seen for the two Myoviridae phages, both of which are LPS-receptor specialists.
The view that resistance to pili specialists can be costly is supported by a study on P. aeruginosa PAO1 and a pilus-dependent phage (PP7), in which a reduction in the phage-encounter rate coincided with a drop in bacterial resistance and a change in population composition from predominantly resistant and less motile variants to susceptible swimmer variants (41) . Moreover, this notion is consistent with our observed breakdown of resistance to the pilus-specialist LUZ19 at transfer 5, accompanied by a local temporal infectivity maximum of the phage. Interestingly however, we show that such loss of resistance is reversible and that populations can reestablish resistance within a small number of generations (observed at transfer 10). As illustrated by phage LUZ7, these FSD-like dynamics even may lead to zig-zag patterns, with alternating temporal maxima of bacterial resistance and phage infectivity.
Further experimentation is required to test experimentally and statistically our hypothesis that the site of phage adsorption affects coevolutionary dynamics. Clearly, selection also may involve changes in genes such as CRISPR-Cas that mediate withincell interactions between bacteria and phages (61) . Furthermore, it may be important to consider the influence of evolutionary history. For example, the two LUZ phages were sampled from the same hospital environment (62) , and thus adaptation to a common bacterial genetic background or environment may explain why these two phages produced time-shift curves so consistently different from those of the other phages. We nevertheless demonstrate that different coevolutionary dynamics may occur between phage types and that patterns are consistent within phage types.
Applications. Our results are relevant to the use of phages in combating nosocomial infections or for disinfecting surfaces in hospitals. Provided a sufficient time window between applications, our finding that coevolution may follow FSD suggests that to some extent bacteria will lose recently gained resistance to such phages. Thus the ability of three of the ancestral phages to overcome the resistance of any of the final coevolved bacteria could have useful applications in the control of P. aeruginosa PAO1, and the same phenomenon may apply to other bacterial pathogens. On the other hand, our data suggest that cross-resistance may be a significant problem in the practical application of certain phages such as 14/1, LMA2, and PEV2, the first of which has been selected for use in phage mixtures (34, 63) .
Recent study has shown that, as a strategy to control P. aeruginosa PAO1, the evolutionary "training" of phages through passaging can increase phage efficacy in reducing ancestral bacterial populations (36) . Our experiment represents a case of coevolutionary passaging and shows variable outcomes in infectivity and resistance depending on phage identity (open circles, Fig. S3 ), with certain phages (LMA2, 14/1, PEV2, LKD16; Fig. S3 ) becoming more infective against bacteria from previous time points, and others (LUZ7, LUZ19; Fig. S3 ) losing such efficacy. Moreover, certain trained phages (LKD16, LUZ7; Fig. S3 ) were found to be less infectious to coevolved bacteria than the same phages from earlier passages. These findings suggest that coevolution as a phage-specific process introduces complexity that should be considered in the use of phages as therapeutics and disinfectants.
Our experiments were conducted in vitro and with a nonmucoid strain of P. aeruginosa, and thus we urge caution in interpreting our findings for in situ applications. Moreover, because different bacteriophages can exhibit contrasting coevolutionary dynamics with P. aeruginosa PAO1, it is possible that other P. aeruginosa strains also demonstrate different dynamics with their phages or do not coevolve at all. Whether the patterns observed here generalize to other clinical isolates of P. aeruginosa and other bacterial pathogens requires further investigation.
Materials and Methods
Isolates and Bacteriophage Characteristics. We used an isogenic sample of P. aeruginosa PAO1 (referred to as the "ancestor") and stored stock solutions of ca. 10 7 cfu/mL at −80°C. Of the six bacteriophage strains used (Table S1) , four (LKD16, PEV2, LUZ19, and LUZ7) were from the Podoviridae, and two (14/1 and LMA2) were from the Myoviridae (64) (65) (66) . LUZ7 and PEV2 have 70-nm icosahedral capsids and short tails, typical of the Podoviridae. PEV2 is capable of infecting PA01 both aerobically and anaerobically, an important consideration for clinical applications in which infections can be anaerobic in thick mucus (65) . LUZ19 and LKD16 are slightly smaller, with head diameters of 65 and 60 nm, respectively. LKD16 shows a weak, reversible attachment to P. aeruginosa PA01, but both LUZ19 and LKD16 have a broad infectivity range on clinical and environmental isolates of P. aeruginosa (62, 67). 14/1 and LMA2 have long, inflexible tails of ∼140 nm and isometric capsids with a 74-nm diameter (62, 66) . All six ancestral phage strains used were stored as stocks of ca. 10 8 pfu/mL at 4°C. 5 cells) from an overnight (24 h of growth) population initiated from a single ancestral P. aeruginosa PAO1 colony. For each of the 36 microcosms, a 100-μL sample containing both bacteria and phages was transferred to a new microcosm with fresh KB medium every 24 h. We carried out a total of 10 such transfers. At each transfer a 500-μL sample was taken and stored in 50% glycerol at −80°C for subsequent analysis.
Measuring Bacteriophage Infection Capacity and Bacterial Resistance. Phage infection capacity was measured by streaking, from a given replicate, a sample of 20 arbitrarily chosen bacterial colonies through a line formed by 30 μL of a purified bacteriophage population (16) . After incubation for 24 h at 37°C, a bacterial colony was considered resistant if its growth continued uninterrupted by the line of phage.
The bacterial colonies required for the test were obtained after plating diluted samples on KB agar (12 g·L −1 agar) and growth for 24 h at 37°C.
Bacteriophages were purified from samples containing both bacteria and phages through the addition of 100 μL chloroform to a 900-μL sample, vortexing for several seconds, centrifuging at 16,060 × g for 4 min, and then removing the supernatant of purified phages.
Time-Shift Assays: Detecting Coevolution Between Bacteria and Phages. Based on the streaking test, a time-shift assay approach (15, 19, 20) was used to determine if bacteria and phages evolved adaptations and counteradaptations antagonistically. Using bacteria and phages isolated from a given microcosm at different time points during the experiment, bacterial resistance is measured against phages isolated from past, present, and future transfers. Conversely, phage infectivity is tested on bacteria from past, present, and future transfers. A monotonous increase of resistance (infectivity) from the past to the present to the future is considered a signature of an escalating coevolutionary arms race. Nonlinear trajectories, in particular local maxima or minima of resistance and infectivity, indicate fluctuating coevolutionary dynamics, which can be driven by FSD (e.g., Red Queen dynamics). Following a standard time-shift scheme, we tested bacteria from transfer 5 against their contemporary phages (transfer 5), phages from the past (transfers 0 and 4), and phages from the future (transfers 6 and 10). In the same way, phages from transfer 5 were tested against contemporary, past, and future bacteria (Fig. S1 ). This process yielded contemporary bacteria-phage combinations (lag 0 transfers), combinations in which the phage was from the future relative to the bacteria (lag +1 and lag +5 transfers), and combinations in which the bacteria were from the future relative to the phage (lag −1 and lag −5 transfers). Under arms race coevolution, resistance should decrease the more the phage is ahead in time relative to the bacteria (lag +1 and lag +5) and should increase the more the bacteria are ahead in time relative to the phage (lag −1 and lag −5). These time-shift assays (nine lags each) were performed for all 36 replicate populations, giving a total of 324 streaking tests. In additional time-shift assays of phage evolution, we tested bacteria from transfer 4 against phage from transfers 3, 4, and 5 and bacteria from transfer 6 against phage from transfers 5, 6, and 7 (Fig. S2) .
In addition to the time-shift assay, we assessed the changes in overall resistance and infectivity ranges over the course of the 10 transfers. To this end, we performed additional streaking tests so that all bacteria from transfers 0, 5, and 10 were tested against all phages from these three transfers. This complete infection matrix consisted of 324 streakings. Monotonic increases of resistance and infectivity with transfer time would be consistent with arms race coevolution.
Cross-Resistance. After (co)evolution with a given phage type, bacteria from the final transfer 10 were evaluated for resistance to the ancestor of the phage type with which it had coevolved ("own" phage type), and with the ancestors of the other phage types ("foreign" phage types). To this end, three bacterial replicate populations that had evolved with each phage type (three lines × six test phage types = 18 lines) were chosen arbitrarily. Each line then was confronted with the six ancestral phages, giving a total of 108 streaking tests.
Statistical Analyses. We used General Linear Models [logistic regression with binomial error structure; JMP 10 (69) ] to analyze variation in the proportion of resistance (number of resistant colonies out of 20 streakings). We fitted time shift (lag) as a continuous variable, with linear and nonlinear (quadratic, cubic) polynomial terms. Similarly, analyses of mean resistance/ infectivity ranges included time (transfer number) as a continuous factor. Models further had phage type and replicate population (nested within phage type) as factors. Analysis of cross-infection data included evolved bacterial origin (as defined by the phage type with which they had evolved), bacterial replicate population, and ancestral phage type as factors.
